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Based on the fusion of wireless sensor modules and UHF RFID readers, this paper develops a UHF RFID reading and writing system based on wireless sensing technology and designs a communication interface circuit that integrates wireless sensing and RFID technology. The financial supervision mechanism of the Internet of Things compatible with these two technologies improves the communication distance limitation of the RFID system and improves the flexibility of the RFID reading and writing system. Secondly, in view of the security issues of WSN small and medium data distribution, this paper proposes a lightweight small data supply chain financial supervision program. The solution adopts two-way authentication technology based on the improvement of the Internet of Things supply chain, the negotiation of the Internet of Things supply chain, and a lightweight encryption algorithm, which realizes the secure communication between ordinary nodes and gateway nodes, and can more effectively solve the problem of small and medium data distribution in WSN to resist the deficiencies of the financial supervision mechanism; compared with existing solutions of the same magnitude, it has higher security and efficiency. Experimental simulation shows that an important problem in the converged network is the imbalance of node energy consumption. In order to reduce the negative impact of the imbalance of energy consumption on the network, this article compares the two for direct transmission protocol and minimum energy multihop routing protocol. From the perspective of supply chain process performance, based on the proposed technical impact framework, it analyzes how companies actually carry out ID application work, making the research from general to individual, from theory to practice. The network energy consumption calculation method under this protocol improves an improved network architecture model that increases the communication scale. The test results show that the technical impact analysis framework established in this article based on the theory of the Internet of Things and the advantages of RFID technology can analyze the automation benefits, information benefits, and transformative benefits brought by automatic identification technology to the supply chain and introduce complementary resources and potential factors. It provides a theoretical basis and operation method for measuring the impact of RFID on the performance of the financial supervision process based on the Internet of Things supply chain in practical applications.

1. Introduction

RFID (radio frequency identification) technology can identify the identity information of objects, and its fast and convenient communication method can save a lot of time and improve production efficiency for many production applications [1]. However, the RFID system has certain limitations in the data transmission distance, and the RFID system cannot provide the physical environment parameters of the object. The Internet of Things is based on the Internet. Sensing devices such as RFID systems and infrared induction systems are connected through interfaces and follow protocol standards to form the “Internet of Things” for communication between things [2]. With the expansion of the Internet of Things from the field of life to the application of industrial sectors, the mechanized and electrified manufacturing industry is shifting to the
direction of intelligence [3]. In the development of the Internet of Things, the integration of wireless sensor networks and RFID technologies will expand the recognition performance of the Internet of Things at the sensor network level for “things,” realize the intelligent management of objects based on the Internet, and provide users with more services [4].

WSN (wireless sensor network) is a low-cost small network that is often used to provide environmental monitoring information, and in this network, data can be transmitted over long distances through multipath transmission [5]. The fusion of wireless sensor networks and RFID technology has attracted widespread attention at home and abroad, and corresponding fusion schemes have been proposed. The fusion methods of wireless sensor network and RFID technology based on wireless sensor technology include the fusion of RFID electronic tags and sensors, the fusion of RFID electronic tags and wireless sensor networks, and the fusion of RFID readers and wireless sensor network nodes [6–8]. Therefore, the fusion of RFID technology and wireless sensor network has been improved in function and meets the requirements of efficient, accurate, and reliable communication, which has become the development trend of the future Internet of Things technology. The Internet of Things tracks and monitors various entities through the Internet to realize the exchange of information between things. Realized in the application of financial supervision mechanism, the Internet of Things subverts traditional information collection methods, and optimizes the industrial chain of financial supervision mechanisms by monitoring and controlling the production, distribution, transportation, service, maintenance, and other processes of products [9]. Therefore, the Internet of Things requires that the objects in the network not only have a unique identification code but also need to monitor the surrounding environment information where the object is located. Starting from the performance characteristics of wireless sensor network and RFID technology, it provides new ideas for optimizing the collection of sensing layer information for the Internet of Things [10].

With the rapid development of WSN, information security has become a core issue that restricts its further development. Since sensor nodes are generally deployed in harsh environments, there are problems such as a large number of nodes, limited data processing capabilities, and limited energy, and traditional security solutions cannot be applied to wireless sensor networks. This paper focuses on the fusion of RFID network and WSN network, summarizes in detail several typical RFID and WSN network fusion methods, proposes a multimode network fusion method, and gives some related algorithms and after the fusion has done an energy consumption analysis. It provides a theoretical basis and operating methods for measuring the impact of FMCG supply chain process performance in practical applications. The innovation of this article is that with the development of the Internet of Things as the background, from the perspective of the performance of the supply chain process, based on the proposed technical impact framework, it analyzes how the financial supervision mechanism actually carries out the application work, making the research from the general to the individual, from the theory to the reality. In view of the problem of quantification of impact reflected in the actual analysis, the article also provides methods and models to quantify the benefits of the three aspects of the supply chain. It provides a reference basis for the financial supervision mechanism to better carry out RFID applications. Finally, the RFID and WSN network are integrated with the smart reader integration method, combined with the development of the information system to realize a distributed attendance system, and the reliability of the integrated network is verified through physical testing.

2. Related Work

At the perception network layer of the Internet of Things, RFID, sensors, and other sensing devices collect information about objects. As one of the sensing devices in the perception layer of the Internet of Things, sensors are responsible for collecting object information and are the basis for the Internet of Things to realize the connection of things. In the development of wireless sensor network technology, traditional routing mechanisms cannot meet the technical requirements of wireless sensor networks, and high-cost Bluetooth and wireless local area networks are not conducive to the promotion of the technology [11]. When low-cost, low-power wireless sensor technology appears, it meets the application requirements of wireless sensor networks in the home and industrial fields, and becomes the preferred protocol for wireless sensor networks. However, wireless sensors do not have the tag recognition function of RFID technology.

Hoa and Kim [12] proposed the E-G scheme, which used the random IoT supply chain preallocation method. The main content of the E-G scheme is each sensor node first selects several IoT supply chains from the IoT supply chain pool during the preallocation stage of the IoT supply chain and then saves them in the register. When the IoT supply chain is established, the node will broadcast its key identifier to other nodes and then compare it with the IoT supply chain identifier received from neighboring nodes. If the two are the same, then we establish a secret session link. The network connectivity of this solution is not high. The IoT supply chain is selected based on probability, and the security is not high. When the node is captured by the enemy, it will threaten the security of the link. Khan et al. [13] proposed the $q$-composite program, which also adopted a random IoT supply chain preallocation method. In this scheme, it is necessary to ensure that two adjacent nodes must share $q$ or more IoT supply chains before they can establish a confidential session. Although this scheme enhances the robustness of the wireless sensor network, the network connectivity is worse, and the security of WSN will decline rapidly as the number of captured nodes increases. Koot et al. [14] proposed a polynomial-based IoT supply chain management scheme, which uses polynomial symmetry to generate conversations between nodes in the IoT supply chain. This scheme requires a lot of computing power. A classic IoT supply chain management solution in WSN is the IoT supply chain management protocol, whose theoretical basis is a symmetric matrix. In this scheme, if the number of nodes captured by the attacker exceeds $q$, the security of the network will be threatened, and the danger of being compromised will be faced. Therefore, the security of this scheme has $q$-order.
Traditional RFID technology can only track the financial supervision mechanism, but cannot monitor the environment in which the items are located, cannot monitor the status of the financial supervision mechanism, and cannot reduce the probability of the financial supervision mechanism decay. Shih and Wang [15] developed a system that integrates sensors and RFID tags to estimate the possibility of bacterial growth by measuring the temperature and combining the duration of the temperature to improve the freshness of the perishable financial supervision mechanism. Antonucci et al. [16] used the fusion system of RFID and wireless sensor network to monitor the dosage of elderly people. The realization process is to combine the weight sensor with the RFID tag and stick it on the medicine bottle. The RFID reader recognizes the medicine bottle label and sends the type of medicine and the weight of the medicine to the data processing center, so as to realize the medicine for the elderly remote monitoring, promptly solve the problems of using wrong medicine, taking too much medicine, etc., and adopt appropriate methods to avoid the next occurrence, so as to improve the rationality of medication for the elderly, in the hospital, in order to ensure the safety of patients with blood [17, 18]. Some scholars integrate wireless sensor networks and RFID tags to design a management system for measuring blood temperature and tracking the location of blood packets. The system uses sensors to measure the temperature of the blood freezer, uses RFID tags to identify the blood type of the blood pack, and transmits the freezer temperature and blood type to the management center through a wireless sensor network, real-time remote monitoring of the blood storage environment, to improve the quality of blood. At the same time, through the identification of the blood type in the blood pack, the medical accident of the wrong blood transfusion to the patient is avoided [19–21].

3. The Construction of a Supply Chain

Financial Supervision Mechanism Based on the Integration of RFID and Wireless Sensor Network of the Internet of Things

3.1. Hierarchical Distribution of Wireless Sensor Networks. The wireless sensor network node is composed of a sensor module, a processor module, a wireless communication module, and a power supply module. The sensor module is responsible for collecting information for the initial data processing through the analog-to-digital converter; node information storage and deep processing are completed in the processor module; the wireless communication module will receive the data for the final processing and then send it to other wireless devices through the antenna. Figure 1 shows the hierarchical structure of wireless sensor network. The operation of the entire node is based on the normal power supply of the battery.

The wireless sensor network is composed of three parts: sensor nodes, sink nodes, and management nodes. The sensor node is responsible for the collection of external data; the sink node stores, analyzes, and processes the data transmitted by the sensor node; the management node configures the network, releases monitoring tasks, collects monitoring data, etc., and transmits the processed data to users.

\[
p(x(1), x(2), \ldots, x(n)) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} p\{x(n)|x(n-i+1)\}, \quad (1)
\]

\[
\frac{T^2 - 1}{n} \times \sum_{i=1}^{n} (p(i) - p(x))^2 = 0. \quad (2)
\]

Wireless sensor technology based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard is a standard specification for the network layer and application layer of wireless sensor networks. Wireless sensing technology realizes long-distance transmission of data through mutual cooperation between nodes. The 11-point wireless sensing terminal node can be connected to various sensor modules such as infrared sensor modules, pressure sensor modules, temperature sensor modules, and humidity sensor modules. Long-distance environmental monitoring, data collection, monitoring, and wireless network positioning are given.

\[
g \{ w(i) | w(i - n + 1), \ldots, w(i - 1) \} = \frac{P(w(i - n + 1), \ldots, w(i - 1), w(i))}{P(w(i - n + 1), \ldots, w(i - 1))}. \quad (3)
\]

The star topology has only one coordinator node, several terminal nodes, and router nodes, and all nodes can only communicate directly with the coordinator node. Compared with the other two topologies, the low-cost characteristics of this topology have greater advantages in practical applications.

\[
X[t(i), t(j)] = \frac{\mu(x)}{\exp(t) - \exp(-t)} \left[ \exp(1 - t) - \exp(1 + t) \right]. \quad (4)
\]

This structure is a single-hop communication network. Compared with a multihop communication network, the information delay that occurs during information transmission is smaller. This topology saves time for the coordinator to allocate equipment to the network.

\[
\exp \sum_{i=1}^{n} x(i)f(s,t) = \exp x(1)f(x) + \cdots + \exp x(n)f(x). \quad (5)
\]

\[
Y(x) = \sum_{x=1, y=1}^{n} p(y|x) \times f(y|x). \quad (6)
\]

Moreover, a coordinator node can centrally control all the terminals or router nodes that communicate directly with it, but this structure still has some shortcomings. The network structure is simple, and the coverage is limited. It is suitable for low power consumption and simple point-to-point communication occasions.

3.2. RFID System Composition. The RFID radio frequency identification system is composed of three parts: an electronic tag, a reader, and a host computer data processing system. The communication between the reader and the
A processing system follows the electronic label and the reader and the upper computer data processing system follows the “master-slave principle.” The upper computer data processing system controls the communication of the RFID system. The upper computer sends a read or write tag command to the reader through the serial port as the active party. The reader acts as the active party to execute the command and establish communication with the electronic tag. The reader is mainly composed of three parts: interface module, control module, and radio frequency module. In addition, compared with the simulation results obtained by optimization of other optimization algorithms, the energy consumption of all nodes on each ring belt of the ring network after the dual-species free search optimization is lower and relatively more even, which plays a role in extending the life cycle of the wireless sensor network critical use. The reader and the electronic tag are connected through the interface module, and the communication between them is controlled by the control module; the function of the radio frequency module is to generate radio frequency signals, and the modulated carrier wave is sent out through the antenna, as well as amplifying, filtering, and downconverting the signal received by the antenna to the baseband for processing. These include LNAs, filters, and adjustable amplifiers. That is, it reflects the ratio of retailer’s efficiency in replenishing vacant shelves when RFID tags are not used to the efficiency of replenishing vacant shelves after RFID tags are used. The communication distance between the passive electronic tag and the reader in the inductive coupling mode is generally tens of centimeters. The coupling method of UHF RFID reader and electronic tag is electromagnetic backscatter coupling; the communication distance between reader and electronic tag is generally about 10 meters, mainly used in supply chain management, logistics management system, aviation package management, expressway toll collection system, automatic identification of railway or highway vehicles, etc.

3.3. Layout of the IoT Supply Chain. Supply chain management is a process of managing a network connected by many organizations through logistics, capital chain, and information flow. These organizations participate in different value creation activities through the above-mentioned connections, and the internal state of the organization also affects other organizations through the above-mentioned connections. Supply chain management is an integrated management method that is applied to channel planning and control materials from suppliers to end customers. It is
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guided by the interests of all members that make up the channel and through consistent joint planning and management between members. Under the goal of satisfying the customer service level of the channel, we make the most effective distribution and use of existing information, the supply chain type should be expanded to the structure of the supply network. The supply chain not only includes manufacturer’s procurement and distribution links but also should include suppliers and customers in the scope of supply chain management. Table 1 shows the description of IoT supply chain links. When the supply chain does not use radio frequency identification technology, although retailer’s demand is D, because the retailer cannot replenish the idle shelves in time, only the OD demand is actually met. Therefore, we can combine this part with demand which is regarded as effective demand.

A wireless communication network based on wireless sensor technology is established between the fusion of RFID tags and wireless sensor nodes. By setting a suitable wireless sensor network topology, the parameters such as the ambient temperature collected by the sensors and the RFID electronic tag information are read and written by RFID. Firstly, the FSDP algorithm has higher search accuracy and faster convergence speed; secondly, the FSDP algorithm can effectively avoid the algorithm from falling into the local search place during the process of optimizing the multiphase benchmark function and then obtain the global optimal solution. After the reader reads the information of the fusion node in the radio frequency range, it uploads the analyzed data to the upper computer data processing system for further analysis and processing. In the Internet of Things system, the RFID code is the unique code of a single item and is stored in the electronic tag of the item. At the same time, the Internet of Things Information Publishing Server (IoT-IS) stores the product information corresponding to the RFID code (such as name, category, production date, and shelf life). The reader reads the RFID code of the electronic tag and sends it to the Internet of Things middleware. IoT-MW sends a query instruction to the Internet of Things Name Resolution Service (10T.NS) through the Internet. After the IoT-NS server receives the query instruction, according to the running rules, the matching address information is found.

3.4. Update of Financial Supervision Factors. The formation of a financial supervision model requires a lot of time, resources, and energy, and its path dependence also makes its conversion cost very high. Therefore, when designing a new supply chain management model based on the Internet of Things, it should be forward-looking, by predicting the direction of future technological development and preparing relevant financial regulatory interfaces in advance. In this way, when the Internet of Things technology further develops, the adjustment level of the new management model of the supply chain based on the Internet of Things will be minimized, that is, the model is required to be scalable. It is assumed that there will be no second attempt at customer’s behavior. In other words, if customer’s first choice product is out of stock, some customers will purchase their second choice product as a substitute, if there is no shortage of their second choice product. However, if customer’s second choice is also out of stock, the customer will not make the third choice. When the commodity f is out of stock, it will produce a unit shortage penalty cost. On the contrary, the unit residual value of the remaining financial supervision efficiency is s < t.

Figure 3 shows the two-dimensional distribution of the weights of financial regulatory factors. The design ideas of a new supply chain management model based on the Internet of Things can be divided into prototype method and extension method according to the design method; according to the content of the design, it can be divided into system overall structure design, function design, processing flow design, database design, and user interactive interface design; according to the design steps, it can be divided into overall system design, detailed design, system implementation schedule, and plan formulation. The financial supervision serial port receiving module is responsible for the communication between the reader and the PC. It adopts the general financial supervision serial communication method. The simulation
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tests in this part are aimed at the benchmark function of the low-dimensional solution space and the benchmark function of the high-dimensional solution space, using the dual population free search (FSDP) algorithm, free search (FS) algorithm, genetic algorithm (GA), and particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm optimized and simulated to verify the optimizing ability of various algorithms for benchmark functions of different dimensions. The module mainly receives and analyzes the commands issued by the PC and analyzes and executes different commands. When data arrives, that is, the PC sends a command to the reader, the serial port module will generate a serial port interrupt and notify the MCU to parse the command. If it is a valid command, it will be executed, and invalid commands will be discarded. The results show that by integrating information about inventory inaccuracies, the expected profit of financial supervision will be higher than when the inventory loss problem is not recognized. Since the integration of inventory accuracy information does not require additional costs, this provides a more appropriate benchmark for measuring the value of radio frequency identification. In addition, although we know that the optimal expected profit of financial regulation will be improved when there are alternative products or after integrating inventory accuracy information.

4. Application and Analysis of the Supply Chain Financial Supervision Mechanism Based on the Integration of RFID and Wireless Sensor Network

4.1. RFID Information Collection. In order to reduce the energy consumption burden of the router node closest to the coordinator node, this section discusses a method of balancing the energy consumption of the system under this network architecture through a two-tier network architecture: in a network that uses a direct transmission protocol, a terminal node with a routing and forwarding function is added between the terminal nodes closest to the coordinator node, and the energy consumption of the terminal node is reduced by sharing the amount of data transmitted by other terminal nodes to the terminal node. The parameter setting is that the input layer contains 2 nodes, the hidden layer contains 20 nodes, and the output layer is 1 node. The other parameter settings are learning rate factor is 0.002, training times $N=50,000$; its kernel function adopts radial basis kernel function. It can be seen that, except for one data point, the training error of other data points is basically 0; compared to network training, the regression effect of the model is obtained after training, and there is basically a large data point at each data point. The training error is even close to 26%. Therefore, the prediction model established in this paper using a given limited sample has much better recognition ability than the model established by neural network.

By controlling the inventory loss rate to be equal to 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2, we get the situation that the profit loss changes with the change of the product substitution ratio $T$ under the above four conditions. Figure 4 shows the line graph of the training error of the wireless sensor network model. When the product inventory loss rate is very small, retailer’s profit loss decreases as the product replacement ratio $T$ increases, and when the product inventory loss rate increases, retailer’s profit loss follows the product replacement ratio $T$ to show a “U” shape relation. This shows that product substitution has two effects on retailer’s profit in the case of inventory loss. On the one hand, replacement products can partially alleviate the stock-out problem caused by inventory loss, which is reflected in the decrease in profit loss as the product replacement ratio increases; on the other hand, because only part of the stock-out problem can be alleviated by the replacement product, as the product substitution ratio increases, retailer’s effective demand and optimal expected profit also increase. Therefore, when the inventory loss rate is large, compared with a lower product substitution level, the inventory loss will cause more damage of profits.

4.2. Wireless Sensor Network Transmission Simulation. The wireless sensor coordinator node communicates with the host computer through a serial port. The host computer is at RS-232 level, while the wireless sensor coordinator node uses TTL level. The incompatibility of levels makes the two unable to communicate directly. This design uses the USB to serial chip CH340G to realize the level conversion between the host computer and the wireless sensor coordinator. The CH340G chip is connected to a 12MHZ crystal oscillator, the VCC pin of the chip is connected to a 5V power supply, and the serial port pins of the CH340G chip are RXD and TXD to connect with wireless sensor coordinator. Perception of usefulness, ease of use, behavioral intentions, support from senior management, information system infrastructure, financial resources, mandatory pressure, formalization pressure, imitating competitiveness, mutual trust between organizations, and customer privacy are paid attention to the principal component factor analysis of actual signals and extract 9 common factors in total. The eigenvalues of the factors are all greater than 1, and the explained variance reaches 72.127%. Figure 5 shows the line graph of wireless sensor network connectivity ratio comparison.

For the nodes in the area, any node can establish a conversational IoT supply chain by exchanging the node identification symbol ID with neighboring nodes to realize secure communication. Therefore, any node in the area can establish a session for secure communication, that is, the connectivity is 1. For interregional communication is established between cluster head nodes, a security gateway node is introduced as the root CA to perform certificate and IoT supply chain management on gateway nodes and cluster head nodes. Before the cluster head node communicates, it needs to conduct two-way authentication and negotiation of the IoT supply chain. The
label can automatically record the movement and status of the product between the store warehouse and the in-store temporary storage area and replenish the shelf in time, thereby improving the availability of the product. Therefore, a session can be established between any cluster heads for secure communication, and the connectivity is 1. It can be seen that in this scheme, as long as the number of neighboring sensor nodes is not zero, the network connection rate is 100%. For the E-G scheme, the network connection rate can reach 100% when the number of adjacent nodes must reach 14 or more. The network connectivity of the \( q \)-composite scheme is worse. The number of neighbor nodes of a node must reach 16 or more, and the network connectivity rate can reach 100%.

4.3. Example Application and Analysis. The wireless sensor router node mainly includes radio frequency modules: wireless sensor module A, wireless sensor module B, and control module. The chip of the router node control module adopts STC12C5A60S2_DIP40, the chip VCC is connected with an external 5 V power supply, and the wireless sensor module A and wireless sensor module B are connected to the pins P30, P31 and P12, P13 of the STC12C5A60S2_DIP40 chip, respectively. The radio frequency module realizes the function of sending and receiving radio frequency signals. The wireless sensor module A receives the instructions sent by the wireless sensor coordinator node antenna and at the same time transmits the data received by the wireless sensor router node to the wireless sensor coordinator node through the antenna. The sensor module B sends out the signal of the wireless sensor router node and at the same time receives the data from the wireless sensor terminal node.

Under the different compensation strategies for the difference in financial supervision efficiency, the relationship between the service level and the absolute value of the mean value of the difference in financial supervision efficiency is as written. Figure 6 shows the distribution of supply chain financial supervision efficiency curve. If the mean value of the difference in financial supervision efficiency is increased, the level of out-of-stock will increase without compensation measures. If the difference between the actual financial supervision efficiency and the system financial supervision efficiency is 10 units, the service level will drop from 97.5% to 83.7%. Compensating for the mean and standard deviation of financial regulatory efficiency differences keeps the service level at 97.5% of the established service level. Using the strategy of compensating for the mean difference can offset most of the decline in service levels due to differences, but the service level still drops by 0.4%. The smaller the order batch is, the more obvious the impact on the service level is. Small batches mean an increase in the frequency of placing orders, and the average financial supervision efficiency will correspondingly decrease. In the case of inventory differences, if there is no compensation strategy applied, the service level will be greatly reduced; the use of financial supervision efficiency difference mean compensation strategy can help improve the service level, but the performance in the case of
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small batch orders is not as good as the performance of large batch orders. For example, the service level is 95.8% at the time of sound 5, and the service level rises to 97.1% when the sound is 50; the average and standard deviation compensation strategy of financial supervision efficiency is adopted, and the service level is basically maintained at a constant level.

Figure 7 shows the reliability check box diagram of the efficiency of financial supervision. Before testing the hypothesis, the reliability and validity of the scale must be tested. In this paper, Cronbach’s coefficient is used as the reference index for reliability test, and factor analysis is used to test the convergence validity and discriminative validity of the scale. The Cronbach’s coefficient of each dimension of the scale is calculated by using SPSS 15.0. It is generally believed that the Q coefficient greater than 0.7 indicates higher reliability, and in the case of a small number of measured variables, Cronbach’s coefficient reaches 0. Above 5 is considered acceptable. With the exception of “financial resources” and “interorganizational mutual trust” because there are only two measurement variables, the coefficient a is lower than 0.7 but greater than 0.5, and the coefficients of other dimensions are far greater than 0.7. It shows that the measurement indicators of latent variables have reliable internal consistency. In the case of applying barcode technology and using cargo boxes as the operating unit, distinguishing the store warehouse from the in-store temporary storage area for shelf replenishment management will incur high costs, while the use of cargo box-level RFID with lower marginal cost. The industries that currently adopt the most RFID technology are manufacturing, logistics, warehousing and postal services, and construction, and the adoption ratios are 50.72% and 62%, respectively. Country’s current wholesale and retail industries adopt RFID technology in a relatively small proportion, only 38.10%.

The result of factor analysis shows that the scale has good convergent validity and discriminative validity. In addition, before the factor analysis, the BanleR sphericity test and the quantity test values were 0.000 and 0.815, indicating that the observed variables are suitable for factor analysis. Figure 8 shows the histogram of the proportion of radio frequency identification technology used. From the perspective of the scale of the use of radio frequency technology, the proportion of financial supervision mechanisms that adopt radio frequency identification technology on a large scale in the manufacturing, construction, and wholesale and retail industries are 17.39%, 14.29%, and 19.05%, respectively, at a relatively leading level. It is particularly worth noting that although the overall adoption level in the wholesale and retail industry is only 38.10%, the proportion of large-scale adoption of radio frequency identification technology has already accounted for 19.05%, indicating that in the wholesale and retail industry, companies have large differences.
and gaps in the use of this technology. A few large-scale financial regulatory mechanisms have already used this technology on a large scale, but most financial regulatory mechanisms have not yet adopted it, or are only in the stage of small-scale adoption.

5. Conclusion

This article uses NET technology; the MFC framework in SQL server to develop a wireless RFID reading and writing system software based on wireless sensor technology and designs two technology-compatible financial supervision mechanisms, through the use of wireless sensor technology and RFID technology to study the theory of these two technologies, to understand the working principles of these two technologies and the relationship between them. And through the design of communication interfaces and financial supervision mechanisms, a wireless RFID reading and writing system based on wireless sensor technology is proposed to achieve the integration of wireless sensing and RFID technology at the hardware and software levels. Aiming at the problem of IoT supply chain management in WSN, on the premise that the system has an intrusion detection function, an IoT supply chain management scheme based on subregional management is proposed. This scheme divides the WSN into a number of nonoverlapping hexagonal network areas, each of which has a cluster head node and a number of ordinary sensor nodes. Through academic literature and company consulting reports and based on the technical impact analysis framework, the article analyzes how FMCG companies develop RFID applications in practice and finally quantifies the benefits in three aspects. The required experimental data is collected through the constructed experimental platform, and then, the support vector machine algorithm is used to train the sample data, obtain a prediction model of the field strength distribution of the RFID reader through the training of the sample data, and realize the prediction of the field strength distribution of the RFID reader through the obtained prediction model. The nodes in the region use the matrix to generate the core IoT supply chain, and the conversational IoT supply chain between regions is established through the cluster head node. The security gateway distributes the security certificate to the cluster head node and the gateway node to perform the cluster head node and the gateway node with certificate management.

Figure 7: Reliability check box diagram of the efficiency of financial supervision.

Figure 8: Histogram of the proportion of radio frequency identification technology used.
and IoT supply chain management. Comparing this solution with the same-level solution, its security and efficiency are higher, and the network connectivity is better.
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